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Abstract
A teacher takes great joy in seeing students succeed in their quest to learn a new language.
Indeed, a student’s enjoyment in the process of learning a language is enhanced when she gains an
intuitive understanding of the mechanics of the new language, i.e. what makes it “tick,” This will
likely lead to a more successful outcome than through laborious memorization of vocabulary and
grammatical rules. With this fundamental knowledge, learning will become easier as the mind
learns and retains information better through association, i.e. adding new information such as
vocabulary or declinations to existing information, so much the better if it rests on a solid
foundation of both the logical and artistic components of the language, which humans best
understand intuitively, beyond simple logical reasoning. In this case, a student makes powerful
use of both cerebral hemispheres, emulating how a child learns its mother tongue.
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Acquiring a new language
Learning a new language is one of the most rewarding endeavours one can undertake because a
whole new world is about to open itself to the prospective student. A new language means
exposure to a new culture, conversing with new people and furthermore the opportunity to gain a
different perspective. Language and culture are very closely related. To a certain extent, they are
merely the two sides of the same coin. Knowledge of one leads to knowledge of the other. For
example, to what extent does the language that people speak shape the way/they think? And vice
-versa. In particular, to what extent are our thoughts shaped by the way we express ourselves in
our native language? The answer to these questions will bring you much closer, even to the heart,
of a language.
Language purpose as a study focus
A language serves the purpose of communication: the structure, grammar, expressions, words,
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etc. found in each language reflect people’s need to communicate in their environment allowing
them to express ideas congruent with their cultural identity. An example is the simple and
honorific forms along with the myriad of ways to say “I” in Japanese. Similarly, French speakers
often note that English has more words for sounds (e.g. crash, splash, roar) than French has. The
question then arises: Do these differences between languages mean that people from different
cultures think differently or perceive the world differently?
Sometimes, it is possible to observe subtle (or less subtle) changes in a person’s choice of
communication depending to whom he is talking. After all, one addresses one’s boss differently
from friends or children. The same applies to different cultures. A bilingual person may use a
certain tone of voice and certain gestures when speaking one language, yet changes his gestures
when speaking a different language. This is a good demonstration of how mannerisms, the way
you express yourself and what is socially acceptable changes from culture to culture.
The greater your desire to become fluent or well versed in a language, the greater the need to
follow the ”when in Rome, do as the Romans do” rule. When you set out to learn a new language, it
will be difficult to analyse new expressions and make sense of them if you try to view them
through your native culture’s norms since these will rarely apply. Since every culture, and
therefore language, is different, you need to become acquainted with a new way of thinking.
Sound approach to learning a new language
A human being has a need to understand what is taking place around him/her and interact with
other people. This need creates a strong natural desire to learn.
Common wisdom tells us the best way to learn a new language is to live in the country where it is
spoken. However, it would be advisable to have gained a solid foundation consisting of basic
vocabulary and how basic building blocks interact and then build upon this knowledge once you
set foot in the country.
With an understanding of how a language is structured, having developed a “feel” for the language,
there is no substitute for total immersion where you are constantly surrounded by foreign sounds
and words and thus forced to learn if you want to understand others and make yourself
understood.
Key: From the very first lesson, practice interacting from the get-go. This involves active
listening and speaking -- in the target language only! (more on this later).
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It is not only possible to learn a new language at home, it would even be advisable to so when
starting out. However, whether you stay home or not, you still need a method of going about
learning. In the last few years. People have trouble achieving their language learning goals not
because they lack the intellect or ”ability,” but because they are overwhelmed by the incredible
amount there is to study. Before starting, the prospective student should ask herself the following:
- Where do I start?
- What should I learn? In what sequence?
- When and how often should I practice?
Learning a new language is indeed a monumental undertaking! Leonard Bloomfield, a
distinguished linguist of the first half of the twentieth century, said that acquiring language is ”
doubtless the greatest intellectual feat any one of us is ever required to perform.”1 Indeed quite a
feat! But, when tackling a giant project, 1) you need a road map ensuring you’re on the right path,
and 2) break the seemingly large chunks up into manageable smaller pieces.
This article discusses effective ways to acquiring a language, applying personal learning
preferences, thereby raising the enjoyment of the process itself and ultimately chances of success.
Becoming familiar with the new language
This is necessary so that the language becomes familiar to you as soon as possible. Great movie
actors are aware of the importance of mimicking a certain character for weeks before actual
shooting starts; i.e. saying what the character would say, wearing what he would wear, etc. This
allows the actor to familiarize himself with the character; afterwards, portraying him on screen
then becomes more natural and automatic since the actress can transform/herself into the
character more or less at will.
Thinking in the new language certainly isn’t an easy feat initially, but the results will be dramatic
if you keep persist. If you allow your mind to fall back upon an already known language too often,
you are likely to slow down your progress as the urgency of the need to communicate has
diminished and therefore it has now lost part of its incentive in ensuring maximal learning
effectiveness.
One might argue that it seems quite improbable for someone to think in a language they know
nothing about. But there will never be a time where you will know ”nothing” about the language.
1 Leonard Bloomfield, Language (1933)
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From the very first lesson, you are introduced to new words and, although you may not be able to
hold a discussion on an advanced topic yet, these words will suffice to think in basic sentences in
the new language only.
Key: Think in the language you are learning as soon as possible, ideally from the start.
This in part explains why total immersion is arguably the best way to acquire a new language.
People simply start to think in the new language in a very short amount of time without
translating; thoughts are converted to the language they are speaking directly, thus minimizing
translation. If you translate: a) you have to pause before expressing yourself because translating
takes time and b) you run the risk of saying something that doesn’t make sense in the other
language because there is the tendency to translate word for word resulting in meaningless
utterances (resulting in the often near nonsensical computer translations). Consider the following
two approaches:
A) Problematic approach -> The use of Intermediary steps
Initial abstract thought
=> Step1: Express mentally in English
=> Step2: Mentally translate
=> Step3: Express in Language you are learning
B) Better approach -> Expressing an idea Directly
Initial abstract thought
=> Step1: Express directly in Language you are learning
It is essential to think and speak in the same language at any given time. Even for polyglots, it is
virtually impossible to think in one and yet speak another at any given time.
Language and thought are closely related. When children are still quite young, the boundary
between language and thought isn’t clearly defined. When we observe children at play, we find
that they often talk to themselves, expressing their thoughts out loud. Encouraging the student to
talk & think in the new language directly is vital in creating a familiar and solid foundation to
build further knowledge upon.
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Imagine the box below being all the knowledge you possess on expressing yourself in every
language, assuming a fair level of fluency. The majority of the box, in white, holds the knowledge
of the languages you are fluent and comfortable in e.g. English only if you are monolingual; English
and French if you already speak these two languages, and so on. In the bottom right comer is the
amount you know about the new language. Initially, the amount and thus overall percentage it
makes up is very small.
Speech and the need to communicate are natural human needs. Thus, your mind will set out to do
whatever it deems necessary to ensure that you will “survive” in your new environment. An
effective manner to achieve this is in convincing your mind that your knowledge of the new
language is the only way you possess to express yourself when using that particular language. By
and large, when studying the language, English should not come into play, especially at the outset.
Try to think in the new language from the outset. Since your vocabulary is still limited, that
means that the white part of the box should essentially be blank and ready to accept new
information like a void to be filled, much in the same way you learned your mother tongue. Your
fluency in the new language will grow as a percentage of all languages you know and the actual
box grow percentage wise.
Should you, however, rely on your mother tongue to assist you unduly with your new language,
you will impede your own progress.2.
2 One notable exception, however, where languages are in the same language group and therefore closely related,
i.e. where words and grammar are similar (as in the case for French, Italian and Spanish).
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To learn like a child
Throughout the article, the manner children learn is often cited as exemplary because they are
the best language students imaginable since they learn naturally and seemingly without any great
deal of effort. It therefore appears worthwhile investigating what they do consciously and
subconsciously so that we may in some sense ”relearn” what we knew as children but have
somehow forgotten.
Parents and early educators do not go about teaching language to young children. Instead,
children spontaneously acquire language based on the input they receive. As a child grows up, it
merely listens and repeats the words it hears while mimicking mannerisms and gestures.
Similarly, when learning a language, it is worthwhile to seek an approach that, while
simultaneously acquiring vocabulary, will also allow bring about an understanding of the way
natives express themselves verbally and non-verbally since both are necessary when
communicating with others.
In most cases, it is much easier for child than an adult to intuitively comprehend the underlying
structure of a language and to arrive at native pronunciation whether its mother tongue or
another.
The question is whether as children, we had certain faculties we no longer have today? In fact, as
children we had no concepts of ”how to learn”. This seeming hindrance is in fact of great benefit.
As adults, however, we can stand in our own way.
1 ) Unlike many adults, children are in a relaxed state when they learn a new language. They
simply pick up new words while playing around (e.g. mingling with other children in the
playground). In contrast, many classes are filled with tired and stressed adults - the
opposite of the relaxed state conducive to learning.
2 ) Adults tend to analyze before accepting new information. We scrutinize new data to
convince ourselves of its validity, and if it does not fit with previously accepted norms, i.e.
stored truisms, subconsciously we may not deem it important enough to retain in long-
term memory. Being able to temporarily set aside these filters, at least the ones one is
aware of, will foster growth. Even within a same society, the “norm” is not always uniform
nor universal with corresponding beliefs based on determining factors such as upbringing.
When learning a new language, you are bound to encounter certain structural
characteristics and expressions that will seem odd.
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3 ) Adults tend to more perfectionistic and thus afraid of making mistakes. Children think
nothing of it whenever corrected after making a grammatical mistake. Mistakes can bear
gifts, such as a learned lesson or key insight into the language that, as humans, we often
tend to remember what we did wrong more than what we got right.
Being a child is a wonderful thing when it comes to learning as it readily accepts new information
without filters that block memory retention. As adults learning a new language, we should take
this to heart and to try to emulate a similar open and receptive state.
At the same time, we should be cognisant of how important it is to familiarize oneself to the new
environment beyond the language itself, such as developing a cultural interest, remembering that
culture and language are closely related. Here we have an advantage as adults due to our life
experience, allowing us to analyze and compare our own culture to the new one, leaving a lasting
impression on the mind.
“Feel” the language and understand it intuitively
When the child hears its mother say ”I am going to bed now” and not ”I am go to bed now”, it
stores the new sentence as a fact and remembers that with ”I am”, it needs to add the -ing ending.
When we say it remembers, we do not mean that it somehow tells itself: ”This is important, I need
to remember this”. The learning process takes place on a much more simplistic and natural level
in that it happens automatically and subconsciously. This process develops what one might call a ”
feel” for the language that is the key to creating an intuitive understanding of the structures of a
language.
Without being aware of it, children acquire an entire grammatical system that enables them to
produce and understand a potentially infinite number of utterances - and they achieve this in the
first few years of life. It has been estimated that by the time a child arrives in school most of the
structures of its language and most of its sound system have been mastered3.
In other words, it is preferable - and more enjoyable - to learn grammar from language rather
than the other way around. You are essentially seeking to intuitively learn the underlying
3 David W. Carroll (2008), ‘Early Language Acquisition.’ Psychology of Language, Chapter 10, Thomson/
Wadsworth.
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patterns that exist in any language. Using these patterns in conjunction with words leads to
comprehensible communication.
A sensible goal when learning a language, then, is to learn a certain amount of words and phrases
and then later be able to build new sentences that you have never seen or heard before in the
language. This can only be achieved, however, if you have developed this ”feel” and understood
the basic building blocks concept which follows automatically. It is somewhat like playing the
piano; after a while, you are able play new tunes by ear (you ”feel” the music) and change or add
extra notes at will (interchange the building blocks that make up the music). You are able to
generate new ideas from the initial ideas by putting language patterns together in a string like
manner, i.e. you are expressing yourself by conveying ideas; the very definition of a language.
As an aside, word for word translation for some common idiomatic expressions are helpful,
because these give you an understanding of the dynamics of the language, how its sentences are
built, i.e. ”what makes it tick,” often providing a sneak peek into cultural thinking and norms. This
knowledge is helpful to internalize building blocks of the language to then suitably emulate its
characteristics ourselves.
The main advantage of this approach is that the student gains the ability to intuitively understand,
i.e. develop a “feel” for the language, subsequent learning becomes easier and retention of new
vocabulary greatly accelerates.
The Learning Process
Remembering new words and expressions
We tend to learn better through association, by relating new information to existing information.
All learning can be described as the establishment of associative bonds and all remembering as
their appropriate evocation. This helps the brain know where to look when the time comes to
retrieve what has been previously memorised than to associate the new language to one you
already know. The creation of a brand-new structure to which new expressions and words will be
associated is a better approach. In other words, associate new expressions and words to a solid
foundation you have established at the outset in the same language. The mind has an easier time
memorizing and recalling organized information. Words or expressions learned by themselves
tend to be forgotten relatively quickly.
Imagine if you had to recall a word in a foreign language after a few days on your own. This
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would be harder than recognizing its meaning if you were to hear the word again. Human brains
tend to be better at recognizing things than recalling learned information, especially unassociated
information. This is why each successive lessons should build upon previously learned material.
Memorization
For the language to learner to effectively communicate, she recalls information memorized
earlier. Successful memorization consists, first, of acquisition when any new information we wish
to retain leaves an imprint in our brain. If the memory trace is eroded (as happens naturally over
time), the details of the memory will become progressively less distinct. The memory is then
placed into storage for later use, the second key stage. The last stage is retrieval, when you make
use of the memory trace to recall the particular stored information.
What is noteworthy is the process by which a person creates a memory trace, i.e. how someone
encodes the information. This encoding process differs from person to person, for example, some
of us tend to remember the word ”paradigm” visually through its letter sequence, others through
its sound, while still others through its meaning. The way you encode now is also likely the way
you will retrieve the information later.
Elaborative rehearsal
As new word or expressions are passed from short term to long term memory, the student,
whether consciously or unconsciously, organizes the information by tying the new items to
existing information in long-term memory, thereby increasing the likelihood of retrieving these
afterwards, through a process called elaborative rehearsal. Every elaboration builds another path
by which the material can later be reached. The more such paths exist, the easier will be retrieval
(Craik and Tulving, 1975)4.
Memory Retention
Is there an optimal time period to learn and review newly acquired information?
The “forgetting curve” shows the importance of recalling newly learned information in order to
retain it long term.
4 Craik, F.I.M., & Tulving, E. (1975). Depth of processing and the retention of words in episodic memory. Journal
of Experimental Psychology: General, 104, 268-294.
















Typical Forgetting Curve for Newly Learned Information
Expressed mathematically as R = e-t/s
Here,
R refers to memory retention, S refers to relative strength of memory and t refers to time.
With newly acquired information or knowledge, the
curve shows that humans tend to halve their
memory in a matter of days or weeks unless they
consciously review the learned material. The
speed of forgetting depends on a number of
factors too, such as the difficulty of learned
material, how meaningful it is, its
representation, and physiological factors like
stress and sleep.5
The main factors that affect learning retention are 1) how important it was initially along with 2)
the manner in which the information was represented. Of importance later is 3) the method by
which the information is recalled and reviewed. This is discussed below under “Personal learning
patterns”, and “Memory retention methods” below.
Personal learning patterns
How do you learn - visually, orally, or kinaesthetically?
5“What Is the Ebbinghaus Forgetting Curve?” Wranx Employee Development Blog, 26 Apr. 2016,
blog.wranx.com/ebbinghaus-forgetting-curve
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We use a combination of eyes, ears, and sensory abilities to help us retain and assimilate new
material. A language is composed of writing (visual), sounds (oral) and certain gestures and body
movements that convey messages as well (kinaesthetic). Amongst these, one will tend to be
predominant; the one that feels more natural and comfortable. For some, a combination of two or
all three represents the ideal learning style.
While the actual percentages vary amongst studies, they agree that most people are visual
learners (Approximately 65 percent of the population are visual learners. -Mind Tools, 1998). A
typical study from the “Current Health Sciences Journal” reveals the following:
Results: We determined that 73% of the students
prefer one learning style, 22% prefer to learn
using equally two learning style, while the rest
prefer three learning styles. According to this
study the distribution of the learning styles is
as following: 33% visual, 26% auditory, 14%
kinesthetic, 12% visual and auditory styles
equally, 6% visual and kinesthetic, 4% auditory
and kinesthetic and 5% all three styles.6
It is helpful if the learning strategy and corresponding material is congruent with this personal
preference, especially when first learning a language.
When a new ”building-block”, be it a word or grammatical structure, is to be memorized, we tend
to naturally gravitate to one of these ways to remember the new information. Let’s take the
German word ”Wagen” meaning ”car”. Alternatively, one can make a mental image of the sound,
seeing oneself driving a train ”wagon” with the family. Or, one can concentrate on the tonality of
the word - its colour, accentuation, rhythm, etc. Lastly, for the kinesthetic learner, representing
verbal concepts through active participation using movements, for example in-class sketches, is a
helpful method. Other options involve the use of tactile senses, for example using picture cards to
physically arrange concepts and idea in pairs.
Whatever the approach, it is apparent from experience that rote memorization is not an efficient
way to learn a language, especially at the beginning.
6 Busan, Alina-Mihaela. “Learning Styles of Medical Students - Implications in Education.” Current Health
Sciences Journal, Medical University Publishing House Craiova, 29 Mar. 2014,
www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC 4340450/.
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To maximize your time and effectiveness in learning a language, the chosen method should be




Klein et al. (1989) indicate that it is easier to remember verbal material if it is organized. Many
theatre plays, for example, are particularly partial to the use of verse, a phonological organization
of word sequences which maintains a fixed rhythm, just as lyrics in a song. As rhymes are easier
to remember than normal statements, learning a song in a new language is a valuable technique
to develop one’s pronunciation while also learning new words.
Mnemonics
Mnemonics are defined by Funk Wagnalls Dictionary as ”a system of principles and formulas
designed to assist or improve the memory.” Let us take a visual example, i.e. visual mnemonic. To
memorize sinograms (Chinese characters), it is easier to try to remember them by associating
each of these with a drawing of a character slightly modified so that we may recall it later. In fact,
you make up a story in your head that you can mentally attach to the character to help you recall
its meaning when you meet it again in the future, see M.Rowley’s “Kanki Pict-o-Graphix” (1992) as
an excellent example.
Imagery
Yet another powerful way to remember information for the visual learner. The reasons may be
that images are another way of forming a new chunk in memory. By creating a mental image, the
subject joins two unrelated items so that they form a new whole. When part of the chunk is
presented, the entire chunk is retrieved, yielding the part required for recall.
It is easier to remember separate items when these are put visually together than when left
separate. Think, for example, of a train, a bear and a flag. If you now make a mental image of a
bear waving a flag while riding a train, your chances of remembering all three things are much
higher because one mental image holds all three and thus remembering one of them will recall the
other two. In fact, the more ridiculous the image, the better the probability of recalling it at a later
date.
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Speak only the language you are learning and remember to try to think in the same language as
much as possible. Master an initial group of 30-50 essential words until you can use them in
various combinations to express basic idea while concurrently starting to develop a ”feel” for the
language - i.e. ideally being able to tell if something sounds right intuitively. Once this solid
foundation is in place, new sentence structures and vocabulary will be retained easily afterwards.
To do with when you’re without...
Mental rehearsal relates to our ability to practice a process or activity in our minds. Mental
rehearsal is used to strengthen or improve behavioral performance, cognitive thinking patterns
and internal states. When applied to behavioral performance, mental rehearsal involves creating
internal representations, in the form of images, sounds and feelings, of some behavior or
performance we desire to enact or improve (as an actor might silently rehearse lines for a play). In
this process, there is no visible physical movement. The process involves imagining the
performance, and rehearsing the activity in the mind, in an attempt to prepare the mind and body
for competition (Browne et. Al., 2009). Mental rehearsal has been found to be effective both in the
acquisition of new sports skills and in the performance of well-learned skills as the mind cannot
tell the difference between what is real and what is imagined. Although it may sound simplistic,
imagining yourself speaking, say, French as close to a Frenchman as possible with all the gestures,
expressions, etc. involved will improve the quality of your French, including the pronunciation.
In your imagination, you can see yourself speaking French (much like in a movie) and perhaps act
it out (speaking from experience, initially by yourself using this effective mental technique.
Between lessons - Consistency
It is best to try setting 30 minutes aside a day if possible to spend on developing your new
language skills. During this time repeat words, sentences, and expressions you have learned in
your previous lessons to keep them fresh in your mind. Rehearsing, therefore, should be done
regularly and diligently at this stage - just like an actor still rehearses his lines even after an
errorless performance. The importance of repetition: There is much less forgetting when new
words are ”over learned”.
Secondly, you have learned new building blocks, so go ahead and create new sentences! You have
building blocks and vocabulary at your disposal to do so, and it’s a great way to exercise and
develop your flexibility.
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When spending a half hour a day to reinforce what has been learned, the key activity is repetition.
Too much studying at any one particular time will tire the brain and studying less efficient than if
the same amount of time is divided over a number of days or study periods. Given the modern
busy schedule, use ”dead” time spent in traffic or while waiting for the bus to mentally rehearse
your last lesson or new vocabulary you wish to remember. So, while driving or taking a shower,
talk or think to yourself in the language on the level you are currently at.
If one of your local television or radio stations broadcasts in the new language, tune into it.
Although you might not understand much at first, this will get your ears accustomed to the new
sounds and make overall understanding much easier.
Alternatively, as mentioned, if you enjoy music, get a recording with accompanying lyrics
showing you exactly what is being sung. This is an enjoyable and easy way to remember new
words and sentences. At first, you may understand much, because many sound of the language
are new, but your ear will adapt with repeated listening.
To keep up interest, vary between audio, video, text and combinations thereof.
The first five lessons
These are the key lessons! These initial lessons will create the foundation for your new language
by planting basic building blocks of the language in your mind. Advanced lessons will build on
these first lessons. This foundation should to be sturdy to allow for the “weight” of new
vocabulary, expressions and so on that you will learn later. Try to relax and “empty your mind”
before starting the actual lesson to open your mind and allow it to become receptive to new input.
One of the main goals in these lessons, then, is to develop a ”feel” for the language. In other words,
it is vital at this stage to develop a gut feeling for what sounds and/or looks right. You should
concentrate on learning only a few key sentences with a maximum of 50 words of vocabulary as
the aim at this stage is not to retain vocabulary but rather to master the few words and the ability
to combine them into cohesive sentences.
If you have a tutor, get him or her to speak only in the new language, if possible, while sticking to
the vocabulary for the particular lesson. This will accustom your ears to the new sounds while
getting your mind into a “I must learn listen carefully to be able to understand and then respond”
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mode as outlined earlier.
Take these important first few lessons slowly. The basic knowledge you will develop here will
work like a magnet to which vocabulary and new expressions will attach themselves later on.
Should this ”magnet” be weak, it will make subsequent lessons later on more laborious.
As a side note, if the language you’re studying is in the same language group as one you already
possess, you may not need not start from scratch. In this case, a faster approach is to remember
the differences in the grammar and vocabulary rather than similarities. For example, say you
speak French and wish to learn Spanish. You already know ”I see John” (”Je vois Jean”), and only
need to be aware that the Spanish equivalent requires an additional ’to’, i.e. ”I see ’to’ John” (”Je
vois ’à’ Jean”) which gives ”Yo veo a Juan” in Spanish.
Conclusion
The great German poet Goethe once said: “He who knows no foreign language does not know his
own one.” Learning a new language is an excellent way to broaden one’s perspectives. While the
process of acquiring a new language may be a long and arduous process, a sound approach that
includes knowledge of one’s personal learning preferences will make it a more enjoyable and
successful endeavour.
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